
Discussion questions for Town Father by Kevin Brennan 

1  Town Father describes a utopian community populated only by women (and one man). 
Discuss the feasibility of such a town, in the 19th century and the 21st. What are the practical 
drawbacks of maintaining a one-gender society?

2  Is the town of Hestia able to avoid most, or many, of the problems of traditional towns in 
the world outside? Or, over time, do human interactions produce similar conflicts because we’re 
all human? 

3  Henry O’Farrell seems almost inherently suited to the job he ultimately accepts in Hestia. 
What aspects of his personality contribute to this impression, and do they seem like deficits in 
the outer world? Why does he have such a hard time functioning as a man in society?

4  Rigid sex roles, even today, seem unfair. But are there ways in which Hestia has suffered 
from the fact that women are performing all social roles, from building to governing to child-
rearing? 

5  What does this novel imply about feminism? Does it take a fair slant, or do you find it 
paints a rosier picture than would be possible in real life? From a feminist point of view, does 
Hestia seem like a desirable place to live?

6  The arrival of the Dan Hazlitt and his circus appears to be a serious threat to Hestia’s way 
of life. Does the threat come mainly from the inside or the outside?

7  In the 19th century, there were many efforts at conceiving and establishing utopian 
societies. Why do you think people were interested in it then but not now (to the same degree)? 
What does it say about our own era that the idea of utopias seems almost naïve? 

8  Discuss the idea that boys born in Hestia are to be sent away when they reach their 
majority. Does this seem practical and necessary? Or is it a sign of insecurity revealing Hestia’s 
fatal flaw? 

9  Are the leaders of Hestia right or wrong in exiling one of their own for fraternizing with 
Dan Hazlitt? Does this cast an anti-democratic shadow over the town, seen in the context of the 
vote to let Hazlitt stay?

10 Does Hestia seem as feasible at the end of the book as at the beginning? How do you 
think it would have fared as the 20th century progressed? Would it have become redundant once 
women won the right to vote? 
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11 Most of the women who have come to Hestia, along with Henry, understand that they will 
never see their friends and family from the outer world again. Is this part and parcel of moving 
West in those days, or is there a flight, of sorts, from their other lives? Are they escaping 
something or sacrificing in order to embrace something better?

12 Hestians have ritualized their sexual routine by introducing a mask and rites of 
preparation. Discuss the implications of this. Does it reduce their shame, eliminate traditional 
intimacy, or elevate the act to a sacrament of fertility? 

13 Talk about how the poetry of Walt Whitman relates to the text. If the Hestian experiment 
at first strikes us as outlandish and immoral, does Whitman’s sexually charged and often feminist 
thought change that impression? 

14 Is it ironic that Henry and Avis end their days as married, traditional parents living on 
their own? 

15 Is Hestia better seen as a state of mind? A mental place that empowers women rather than 
a real, achievable village? 

 


